New Knowledge Innovations and Improvements:

NK2:

Q-For our nursing research can we use the same study for NK2 as we use for NK1?

No. The applicant organization must use a different study for NK2 than is used for NK1. The study used for NK2 must be disseminated within the 48-month application timeframe. The same study can be used in NK2a and NK2b to demonstrate dissemination.

NK7EO:

Q-Two examples are required. If I do not have any ambulatory care settings how do I respond?

Two examples must be submitted for NK7EO. If there are not ambulatory settings in your organization, both may be from inpatient settings.

NK7EOb

Q-NK7EOb is written different than the other sources where ambulatory is an option. Is this intentional?

Yes, this is intentional. NK7EOb must be from an ambulatory setting, while NK7EOa can be from an inpatient or an ambulatory setting.